copying manuscripts. This is where his studiolo is located. The lower part of the studiolo walls is covered by elaborate illusionistic wood paneling (intarsia) (5 ) . The panels designed by Baccio Pontelli (d. 1492) show objects in the cupboards or on the benches, inlaid according to the requirements of linear perspective. They represent the wide interests of the patron; there are, among other things, books, musical instruments, armor, an astrolabe, and a book press. The upper part of the walls once contained portraits of 28 illustrious men painted by Pedro Berruguete (1450 -1504) and Justus of Ghent (active about 1460 -1480), of which 14 remain there (5-7 ). All in all, the contents of the studiolo were a carefully crafted message about the qualities of its patron, directed at selected visitors who were admitted there.
Federico had another studiolo in a palace in Gubbio, about 40 miles south of Urbino, (Gubbio was his and his son Guidobaldo's birthplace). The Gubbio studiolo has been transferred to the US and reconstructed in its entirety in the Metropolitan Museum in New York (8 ) .
It might seem that there is absolutely nothing in common between a studiolo of a 15th-century Italian duke and contemporary academics' offices at universities, and yet both are supposed to be spaces that serve to improve intellect and creativity. The proverbial cluttered professorial offices still exist at universities, but the newly built spaces might lean towards those seen on the lower rungs of the corporate ladder. Although open plan offices with partitioned "pens" became a symbol of dehumanized work practices, one now begins to see "office pods" in universities and academic hospitals. The more recent idea is hot-desking, which avoids assigning permanent space to people who, it is assumed, are increasingly nomadic in their work pattern. Minimizing personal work spaces for professionals might also be part of the corporate power game played across all types of institutions.
A nomadic professional with a smartphone and a tablet computer, who depends on the cloud for data storage, may become the norm. On the other hand, assuming that great institutions are built by great individuals, personalized work spaces on campus, like the studiolo of Federico da Montefeltro at Urbino, add to the character and image of an institution.
